
SUPERVISOR MEETING 07 
 

DATE 23 Oct 2018, Tuesday 
TIME 1500 - 1600 
VENUE SIS Supervisor Office 
ATTENDEES  1. Koh Zhi Rong 

2. Woo Wai Leng 
3. Ng Jia Jia 
4. Li Yi Yao 
5. Jerry Tohvan 

ABSENTEES 1.    Gabriel Ong Xie En 
 

AGENDA 
1. Update Supervisor Progress 
2. Update change in scope 
3. Clarify project management what needs work 

 
Updates given to 
supervisor 

Currently the team is fixing on the UIUX to alex’s needs. Also doing 
internal testing. 
29/10 (Monday) Live the server to allow normal usage 
UT3 to be done on 1st or 2nd Nov 
Poster Progress 
1/4 - poster information done 
2/4 - Team logo assets. Logo is done. Assets in progress   
3/4 - Poster submission almost done 
4/4 – Pitch submission. 
official deadline 29th we have our internal deadline 27. 
pitch story boarding. 
 
for the pitch,  
10 sec introductory scene of the office 
15 sec of jobplus issues with zoho and jobplus 2.0 
10 sec how they envision the problem to be solved 
25 sec of how Jobplusplus can solve jobplus’s issue with jobplus 2.0 

Clarifications Made X factor - 
can I put this 2 as metrics 
 
25% less time spent – with the definition of time spend on creating a 
company, finding a candidate, matching for jobs. 
70% adoption rate? 
 
Have to ask and confirm with the sponsor 70% adoption rate. His plans 
for the adoptions of the system. 
 
To do a (suggested) test case plan 
for every single button out of 5 buttons -> 5 different testcases. 



Setting Up Meeting 
Guidelines  

Supervisor Meeting day is scheduled on 1500-1600  
 

 
Meeting was adjourned at 1630. These minutes will be circulated and adopted if there are no 
amendments reported in the next three days.   
The Next Scheduled meeting will be on 23/10/2018 
 

PREPARED BY:  NG JIA JIA 
VETTED BY:   KOH ZHI RONG  

 


